Australian Association for Environmental Education NSW
33rd NSW Conference - Make the Change
Evaluation Report

Photo: Opening session Day 1

Having a whole conference dedicated to environmental education “gives the conference a
very different, energising feel. Given how difficult and isolated environmental education
can be, delegates mentioned that it was very important to have the conference as a space
to come together and recharge our batteries.” Conference participant.
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Contents
This interesting and informed report is drawn from the feedback from participants at the 33rd NSW
Environmental Education Conference, held at St Ignatius College between the 27th and the 29th of
September 2017. We hope you were there. If not, you missed a great experience; don’t miss the
next one.
To help you work your way through this document then:
If you want to know a little about the conference and its evaluation see page 3.
If you want to see the Highlights see Page 5.
If you want to read the detailed Evaluation Findings see page 6.
If you want to look at the Recommendations made from this Conference that help AAEE NSW to do
it even better next time, see page 9.

Photo: The conference participants 29th September afternoon tea.
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About the Conference and its Evaluation
Introduction
We were very grateful that St Ignatius College welcomed us to their place to host our 33rd NSW
Environmental Education conference, it is an amazing place and Conference participants loved the
experience. We respected the property by being waste wise and treading gently.
This document provides an evaluation report on the Conference and it is our pleasure to bring it to
you.
To start, just some statistics:
• Overall Conference attendance was 161 and 34 of these attended for one day only
• 78 of the participants attended the dinner and award presentations
• Participants came from a broad range of sectors
• At the Conference Participants included members of AAEE and a large number of nonmembers. It was notable that many participants, at least two-thirds by observation, had
never attended an AAEE Conference previously.

Methodology
The Australian Association for Environmental Education NSW (AAEE NSW) has a culture of
evaluation. As an organisation it evaluates its strategic plan and every program delivery regularly.
Evaluating a conference is not unusual. The table below briefly describes the methodology used to
obtain the data that informs this report. Unlike the previous evaluations of AAEE NSW Conferences
undertaken in a voluntary capacity by Grahame Collier, [2013 in Dubbo and 2015 in Kurri Kurri] no
formal participant evaluation form was used in 2017. In the main data was collected by key
informants, who recorded evaluative input obtained from participants throughout the Conference.
AAEE NSW key
informants

Eight AAEE NSW members collected evaluative data throughout the Conference;
during break time, during Morning Walks and Activities [Friday 29th Sept], during
Tours, at the Conference Dinner and Welcome event, and in Workshop sessions.
Data was collected on four key questions:
• What were participants saying about the conference overall and/or specific
sessions?
• Were there highlights that were mentioned?
• Were their lowlights that were mentioned?
• Overall what impressions did you gain about the conference that help to
evaluate it?

Reflection points

There were two reflection points on conference program. At the first of these
participants were grouped by locations and in the second, participants were
grouped by sector. The facilitator of most of these sessions provided data based on
a number of evaluation questions.

End Activity

At the final Conference plenary session, evaluation data collection was allocated a
four minute slot. A brief facilitated activity was used to collect data [target
completion, stickers etc].
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Note: Teacher NESA accreditation: Teachers attending the Conference were able to send their
accreditation number to Field of Mars (Julie-Ann Sheridan) to gain their NESA points.
From each of the activities above, data was collected and fed to the evaluator. It was then collated
and analysed to inform the content of this evaluation report of the conference. It is noted that this
methodology provides excellent qualitative data but is limited in the quantitative data it can provide.
Further it is important to state that the number of participants who attended the final session was
disappointing and impacted on the amount of overall data that was collected.
It is of note that input was obtained from a large number of participants, probably in the order of
75%. This compares favourably with numbers who completed the evaluation form at the last
conference and the one before where the response rate was below 60%.
In reading this report it should be noted that all direct quotes used are indicated in italics.
This report was written by Phil Smith and Grahame Collier. AAEE NSW volunteers.

Photo: Looking towards the city from Riverview, evening Day 1
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The Highlights
This conference was a fabulous experience and the evaluation report articulates this fact.
Participants were hugely positive in their feedback about both the content and the interactions. He
highlights are best described by those who were engaged in the conference. They said it gave us
“ideas worth acting on.” Another said, “Learnt a lot. Will do a lot.”
The conference inspired a commitment to turning learning into action.
Participants also reported that the Conference reduced the isolation of working alone in this field;
they recognised the power of the network. ”We are part of a jigsaw.” “Amazing presentations and
workshops – Lots of teachers. Lots of new people.”
“The enthusiasm of the AAEE organisers/presenters and attendees” was raised by lots of
participants.” The great ideas it has given me to go on a make the change.”
“It wasn’t perfect but it was great.”
Congratulations to a great organiser and team. “Sue Martin’s attention to detail and care for
everyone was wonderful.”

Photo: Conference Dinner - Baabayn Dance Group
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The Findings
An analysis of all evaluation responses in has been undertaken and the following five Findings are
drawn from that process. In the discussion of each, evidence is drawn from the conversations with
participants to support the Findings.
Finding 1. The Conference produced and maintained a fantastic buzz - The VIBE of the THING was
wonderful.
This finding was reflected by many participants and certainly was observed by the Evaluator
throughout the whole conference. See Appendix 1 for detailed input related to this Finding.
Participants said:
• Mood seemed to stay ‘up’ right to the end. Momentum seemed to carry through the 3 days”
• Really valuable conference - great to hear from experts; good networking; we started a
facebook group
• People were enthusiastic and engaged.
• A very collaborative, pitch-in-and-help feel about the conference.
• Invigorating
• Loved the tour and the place and sector catch-up sessions. They worked and added time for
networking and getting to know like-minded people
• There are so many sessions I would love to have attended; I would have loved a full 3rd day
to the conference
• Great to see so many new and young, enthusiastic delegates
• A lot of hard work – thank you. Great venue and accommodation. So many great quality
workshops to choose from, including Field Trips. So commend you for your hard work!
• Ideas worth acting on
• Learnt a lot. Will do a lot.
Input from all key informants indicated that the people that spoke too valued the conversations, the
connections, and the collaboration.

Finding 2. The presentations and workshops at the Conference were valuable to participants.
It was reported by a large number of participants that content was: Excellent; Varied; Diverse; and
Stimulating. Others said:
• Love the way that indigenous culture was woven throughout the conference
• Great that creative arts was included so deeply
• Welcome ceremony moving and powerful
• Great conference! If you didn’t learn anything new, you weren’t listening
• The display on ‘Act for Bees’ was fantastic and came with many resources we all could use to
provide for bees
• Field trips and sessions: always seemed to provoke at least one new thought or idea for
action
• All the talks had practical and ‘how to’ info
• It was really refreshing that there was a conscious effort made to incorporate creative arts
and other areas of environmental education such as music, with the conference song
performed live on the first evening and Pat Shirvington's visual artwork
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•

Time keeping on workshops was outstanding – well done keeping pace
Bringing the tribe/my people together. Great workshop topics and speakers. Time keeping
was good. Super high commitment from ‘vollies.’

In the final session a target exercise was undertaken where participants were asked to put an X in
the target that indicated their views about the extent to which the conference was valuable.
Twenty-seven participants scored the conference in the bulls-eye section of the target and only six
scored it in the next circle out; and all close to the middle circle line. While indicative only because
numbers were well down in the last session, this reflected other views expressed throughout the
conference.
Finding 3. The Conference was well owned and well managed by AAEE NSW.
AAEE NSW put its stamp on this Conference and that was appreciated by participants. This has not
really happened in the past. Participants welcomed this change:
• Participants said it was useful to learn more about AAEE initiatives like RSEN and MtC
• Regional and Sector catch-ups were: Very good. Very useful. More time needed. Getting the
perspective of the sectors was useful
• The AAEE NSW welcome and farewell sessions were well run and effective
• The enthusiasm of the AAEE organisers/presenters and attendees. The great ideas it has
given me to go on a make the change
• Feeling connected with people we wouldn’t normally connect with and feeling re-energised.

Finding 4. The Keynote speakers were very effective.
• Participants found the Key note speakers: Inspiring. Engaging.Thought-provoking”
• I was impressed at the presentation by Kim Louw from Premier and Cabinet on Behavioural
Insights. The memory activity we participated in confirmed people remember the things that
come first and last in any learning activity. If your goal is to change someone's behaviour for
the best you need to think EAST.....Easy, Attractive, Social and Timely.
However some said that the ”virtual Costa was a disappointment. His presence would have added
even more energy.”

Photo: Some happy participants during a break
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Finding 5. Overall the organisation of the conference was generally viewed positively by
participants. There is feedback below that offer perspectives about the logistics how the
conference might have been improved.
Photo: network time at conference

Of particular note:
• The welcome session was done well; the smoking session
was powerful and moving.
• The venue was “fantastic.”
• The field trips and school tour were widely praised.
• Whatever the organisers did to support people staying in
the accommodation was appreciated - soap and tissues
etc. These personal touches were noticed and
appreciated.
• Participants loved the??? and the conference song: they
personalised the event.
• The streamed sessions were well run although there may
have been too many sessions in the Friday afternoon
stream. It was reported that: it was good to go in and out
of stream.
• People liked the: hands on nature of the conference too.

As one participant said: “If you didn’t learn anything new, you weren’t listening.” The conference
organisers were listening. These issues will certainly be considered and discussed for future
conferences:
• avoid holding it on the days before a long weekend may not be wise – people seemed to
leave early
• put papers onto website
• allow time between sessions to allow movement; keeping presenters to time
• create a formal opportunity in the program for networking (some suggested a speed-dating
process)
• hold morning tea in the area where the displays were
• Ensure speakers and events are on time. One participant felt: “It was running late all of the
time”
• vary the lengths of sessions: offer some as 30mins and offer others as 60mins
• organise car-pooling
• open registration earlier
• avoid using bottled water
• establish and promote a very clear waste management system during the event (e.g. aim for
zero% contamination in the recycling and compost bins)
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increase the number of sessions that focus on cultural knowing and environment; a multicultural perspective in a multi-cultural city is essential
ensure the food and food service are of top quality (and quantities are adequate), especially
at the Conference Dinner
In future, consider holding the event or other AAEE NSW events in parallel with the Youth Eco
Summit at Sydney Olympic Park.

For more specific feedback from the final Workshop Session, see Appendix 2

Recommendations for Future AAEE NSW Conferences
This report makes the following recommendations:
1. That the NSW AAEE Committee – and in particular the conference organisers – be thanked
for an excellent 2017 environmental education conference
2. That a letter of thanks be sent to the Principal of St Ignatius Riverview
3. That this report is provided to all Conference participants with a call to action statement
from AAEE NSW
4. That the NSW AAEE committee consider the issues raised in Finding 5 above and – where
possible – report through the newsletter or by other means, the results of those discussions
5. That a short AAEE NSW Conference how-to guide be prepared for the website. Even a 3 page
summary of The Best We Know about Holding AAEE Conferences in NSW would assist
6. That, given the high number of participants who were attending and AAEE conference for
the first time, follow up all participants to promote membership
7. That AAEE NSW would be well served to build on the momentum of the Conference. This
recommendation should be discussed at the Executive and actions might include: a calendar
of how to get/or stay involved. For example: the AGM, conference, green drinks, sustainable
schools ; how they can hold something small in their area and what support AAEE could
offer; how to get involved in your RSEN
8. That every event that AAEE NSW conducts needs to be strongly branded and clearly
identified as an AAEE NSW event.
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Appendix 1. The Best Things
This appendix provides feedback given by participants in the final Workshop session (Sticker
Exercise). Extracts have been drawn into the report above, however the full list of quotes above is
included to indicate just what a fabulous experience this was.
• The conference dinner dancing playlist!
• Variety of speakers and workshops
• Variety of stalls and information available
• Diverse range of subjects and workshops and field trips
• No single use water bottles on field trips
• Thank you for organising a great event
• Diversity of talks is excellent quality. Professional set-up of the venue!
• Field trips and immersion workshops
• Networking opportunities. Inspiration and ideas
• Range of workshops, chance for discussion
• Great outdoor biodiversity walk and “how” to work with primary children – actions to slow
down look, express, hear etc
• Meeting other passionate educators, and peers. Being inspired about the journey
• Stall holders were great, interesting and diverse!
• Good range of talks and activities. A bit rushed on Thursday
• Understanding what schools are looking for in environmental educators
• I was concerned about the number of workshops however I was surprised how much smaller
more focused workshops brought so much rich exchange and ideas
• Costa was the perfect ambassador. Workshops and field trips were excellent. Lots of options
for getting out and modelling outdoor environmental education. Presentations were good
too!
• Best: A lot of hard work – thank you. Great venue and accommodating. So many great
quality workshops to choose from, including Field Trips. So commend you for your hard
work!!
• Indigenous perspectives. Wonderful speakers. Venue. Little waste. Connecting with
organisers, great people
• Feeling connected with people we wouldn’t normally connect with and feeling re-energised!
• Connection with like-minded people. Conversations > emergence. New projects information.
Field trip – Cool Leader
• Fantastic opportunity to meet like-minded people to network. Amazing organisers. Incredible
important vital perspective = indigenous. Excellent session of high calibre. Bravo to the
network .. ….. Regional management idea – loved this!
• Networking. Field trips. Workshops
• The collaborative conversations. The enthusiasm of the AAEE organisers/presenters and
attendees. The great ideas it has given me to go on a make the change
• Best: variety of topics. Being fed. Fabulous location
• Great setting and enthusiastic people!!!
• Collaborative workshops where everyone able to share. Much better than listening to a
lecture. Thank you
• Practical workshops engaging – enlivening. Vital information/ways to make the change.
Appreciate the work that made it happen
• The welcoming ceremony was an absolute privilege. Enjoyed it and feel totally honoured to
participate
• Getting so many new people engaged
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Making visible the large amount of environmental education that is happening in NSW –
what a powerful movement to mobilise!
Passion of people presenting and receiving
Bringing the tribe/my people together. Great workshop topics and speakers. Time keeping
was good. Super high commitment from vollies
The diversity in the presentations was great!
Steel cups and boomerang bags really enhanced team atmosphere
Spending time among people who care about connecting generations with nature
Having time to ask practitioners questions about what they learned and how they overcame
barriers
Meeting like minded and hearing good programs
Examples via presentations, workshops, tours and facilitated conversations of ‘Make the
Change’ Framework
Great to see so many new and young, enthusiastic delegates
Best Thing: great organiser. Sue Martin’s attention to detail and care for EVERYONE
Best: Amazing presentations and workshops – Thanks to all. Lots of teachers. Lots of new
people
Variety of presentations available and displays as well.
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Appendix 2 - Raw data (organised) Improvements That Could Be Made
The data below is structured input from the ‘sticker session held in the last Conference workshop.
Program and Timing
• Would love to see a wee bit more detail on the sessions on offer on program guide. Some of
the projectors were super faulty but the presenters did a top job of recovering
• Making the workshops one hour in length so presenters and participants aren’t racing
through topics and between sessions
• Run some sessions twice
• Repeated workshops in case we wanted to go to both
• A little more wiggle room getting from session to session X 2
• Reflecting on ‘Make the Change’ Framework
• Sticking to time! Open Registration earlier
• Perhaps need to have a bit of time between session to allow easier change over – not so
rushed
• Email reminder for conference
• More bells
• Available program of the schedule on display
• More time between workshops and longer workshops
• Map for location of immersion workshops
• Sessions focus on: ‘How of a project’ rather than the what. Hands-on and practical so you can
go back and implement
• Timing was very tight for sessions.
• 5 minutes longer at session to allow digestion of content and movement to the next session.
• Accounting for moving in between sessions so we can make the most out of the allocated
time for each presentation.
• Schedule Early Childhood Events at different session times throughout conference – a lot
were run concurrently and people had to choose which one to go to.
Dinner Food
• Sample the dinner caterer’s food quality and portions beforehand
• Dinner for a large crowd wasn’t managed well, but still delicious. Thanks.
• Food at the dinner could have been presented in a better way.
Other Food Issues
• Better signage for food waste
• Real coffee needed.
• Zero waste and more sustainable catering
• Conference food wasn’t very tasty. ………. serving. No tea, coffee at afternoon tea. Showers
accommodation.
Disappointments
• Sad Costa could not make it
• Need to encourage more participation from people from broader cultural background
• Car pool network on registration website
• Speed dating session! Shorter workshops, less on each session (want to do them all!).
• Include indigenous scholarship for attendance.
Transport
• Bus organisation. Transport/pooling for venue
• Encourage car pooling before/after the conference.
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